
Q.1 What is the most convenient form of energy?

  (CO-1)

(Course Outcome/CO)

Q.3 In direct combustion the biomass is burned in 

the presence of ___________ (CO-3)

Q.5 Geothermal Energy is renewable source of 

energy. (T/F)                                           (CO-5)

Q.4 WECS stands for ___________ (CO-4)

Q.7 practical efficiency of fuel cell is ________

  (CO-7)

Q.2 Solar cell is made of ___________ (CO-2)

Q.6 Output power of MHRD is __________ 

(AC/DC)  (CO-6)

Note: Objectives questions. All questions are 

compulsory  (10x1=10)
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Note: Very Short answer type questions. Attempt any 

ten parts   10x2=20

Q.12 Define Solar Array. (CO-2) 

Q.13 Write the composition of biogas. (CO-3)

Q.14 Give the names of any two vertical axis wind 

turbine. (CO-4)

Q.15 Define Tidal Energy. (CO-5)

SECTION-B 

Q.11 Define renewable source of energy. (CO-1)

Q.16 Enlist two advantages of MHD power 

generation. (CO-6)

Q.19 Define energy. (CO-1)

Q.18 Enlist two disadvantages of Micro Hydro Plants. 

  (CO-8)

Q.17 Define Trickle Charging. (CO-7)

Q.8 OTEC stands for __________ (CO-5)

Q.10 Absorber plate of solar collector is made of 

_________ (CO-2) 

Q.9 What is most commonly used fuel in a fuel cell? 

  (CO-7)

(2)
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Q.30 Differentiate between Mini and Micro Hydro 

Plants. (CO-8)

Q.23 Discuss the present scenario of non-

conventional source of energy.               (CO-1)

Q.25 Explain any two methods for obtaining biogas 

energy from biomass. (CO-3)

Q.27 Enlist five factor which affect suitability of site for 

tidel power plant. (CO-5)

Q.28 Draw and explain closed cycle MHD generator. 

  (CO-6)

Q.26 Define wind mill and explain its working.   (CO-4)

Q.24 Explain the working of solar furnace. (CO-2)

Note: Short answer type questions. Attempt any eight 

questions.   8x5=40

Q.29 Enlist the five applications of fuel cell. (CO-7)

Q.20 Define Pyrolysis process.  (CO-3)

Q.22 Define hybrid cycle of OTEC system. (CO-5)

SECTION-C 

Q.21 Define Mini Hydro Electric power generation.

  (CO-8)

(3)

Q.36 Discuss design, principle and construction 

details of a Box Type Solar Cooker.         (CO-2)

(Note: Course outcome/CO is for office use only)

Q.34 Discuss in brief the basic components of a wind 

energy conversion system.                     (CO-4)

Q.35 Explain the construction and working of 

hydrogen oxygen fuel cell.                      (CO-7)

Q.31 Explain the open cycle system OTEC. (CO-5)

Q.33 Explain the generation of power by geothermal 

source. (CO-5)

Q.32 Enlist five advantages of Micro Hydro Power 

Plants. (CO-8)

SECTION-D 

Note: Long answer type questions. Attempt any three 

questions.   3x10=30

(4) 180932(4240)
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